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(a) Channel-wise Distillation. Denote the teacher and student networks as T

and S, the predicted depth map from T and S are 𝑑𝑇 and 𝑑𝑠, first normalize
the depth and then compute KL divergency loss.

(b) Geometric Distillation. denote the teacher and student networks as T and

S, the predicted depth map from T and S are 𝑑𝑇 and 𝑑𝑠, first convert the 2D
depth map into 3D position map, then use PointNet to extract features (input

and feature), then compute the MSE loss.

Lightweight Depth estimation Model takes a RGB image

as input and it outputs a relative depth. Encoder is Token

Pyramid Vision Transformer (Topformer) to extract multi-

scale features. Decoder is Multi-layer Feature Fusion

Module (FFM) to fuse features from encoder progressively.

Depth Completion Model consists of three components. Depth estimation module predicts relative depth from a

single RGB, alignment module aligns the relative depth with the sparse depth up to the metric scale and shift, depth

completion module outputs a dense depth with the guidance of RGB image and aligned depth.

Results and Analysis

FLOPs and Params of Teacher and

Student model is shown in the above

Table. The FLOPs are calculated with a

fixed input resolution of 448×448.

Ablation study of multiple knowledge

distillation methods on KITTI test

dataset is shown in the left Table . The

labeled data is not seen in our method,

while other distillation methods exploit labeled data for additional supervision. Except for CN+MSE logits distillation

method, all other distillation methods can improve the generalization performance of our lightweight model by

learning large model’s knowledge and our proposed label-free distillation method achieves best performance.

Monocular Depth Estimation results of lightweight and cumbersome models on zero-shot test datasets is shown

in the above Table. On NYUv2, our lightweight model slightly outperforms the cumbersome one. On DIODE and

ScanNet, the lightweight and cumbersome models are comparable with minimal differences. Our lightweight model

show comparable performance compared to the cumbersome model on zero-shot test while maintaining high efficiency.

Depth completion results on zero-shot test datasets is shown in the above Table. Our method achieves on par or even

better performance with state-of-the-art methods. Enet and PENet are trained on KITTI. NLSPN is trained on NYUv2.

Note that Yin et al. and our method are trained on large-scale mixed datasets and have never seen the 4 zero-shot datasets.

The visualization of two-stage depth completion on KITTI is shown in above figure. From left to right, we

change the stage one module: (a) is our lightweight model, (b) is our lightweight model after simple knowledge

distillation, (c) is student after geometric label-free distillation, (d) is the teacher model. From top to bottom and

from left to right, the depth map becomes progressively clearer(the distant scenery and the outlines of the utility

poles), which shows the predicted results improve, aligning with the numerical experimental findings.

• We propose a robust lightweight monocular depth estimation

network, which is available to apply in practical applications.

We show that our proposed lightweight depth estimation model

can generalize well to unseen zero-shot datasets.

• Considering the limitation of labeled data, we proposed a

geometric label-free distillation method to further improve the

generalization performance of our lightweight model in

unlabeled domains.

• We apply our lightweight network to a two-stage depth

completion task. Our method shows superior cross-domain

generalization ability against state-of-the-art depth completion

methods.

• Existing Monocular depth estimation methods often use large

and complex neural networks. Despite the advanced

performance of these methods, we consider the efficiency and

generalization for practical applications with limited resources.

• Previous distillation methods tend to improve the accuracy in

specific domains. We explore the domain-agnostic

generalization ability transfer by using the knowledge

distillation on depth estimation task.

• The labeled depth is hard and costly to obtain compared to RGB

data. For some downstream tasks, only RGB images are

accessible. So we consider label-free distillation method.
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